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Question No: 1
Customer A has 120.000 employees and a meeting booking system that is 20 years old. It provides a
personalized service that arranges all aspects of video conference meeting. This service includes 21 staff
people globally. Customer A has invested in a video conferencing solution. Their desired outcome is to create
a cost-savings, self-serve approach to achieve business innovation through face-to-face communications.
Which two main barriers to adoption does the customer face? (Choose two.)
A. technical barrier
B. cultural barrier
C. process barrier
D. product barrier
E. cost barrier
Answer: C,D
Question No: 2
The customer wants to increase the number of services in their portfolio and improve the time to launch these
services. Which two business outcomes are appropriate? (Choose two.)
A. cost efficiency
B. employee satisfaction
C. time to market
D. business growth
E. sustainability
Answer: A,C
Question No: 3
Your customer’s business outcome is to drive employee efficiencies. Which key metrics measure this outcome?
A. increase in new subscribers or increase in end users
B. number of incidents reported or number of compliance issues
C. reduction in headcount or operational support costs
D. customer and employee feedback
E. number of activities completed or increase in direct time
Answer: E
Question No: 4
What is the best method to measure customer consumption of technology?
A. telemetry and analytics
B. recurring revenue management
C. enterprise CRM and incident management
D. content management
Answer: A
Question No: 5

A customer is coming up for renewal in 180 days for three solutions. One of the solutions has not been fully
enabled. The other two solutions are in regular use in production. How should the Customer Success Manager
address the one solution that has not been fully enabled?
A. Contact the services team and request that they reach out to the customer to address the solution
B. Make the renewals manager aware that the one solution is not fully implemented but the other two are
fine
C. Investigate why the customer has not enabled the solution and work with the sales and renewals teams to
address the issue
D. No action is needed because the customer will probably renew and you can address the issue after the
renewal
Answer: B
Question No: 6
Refer to the exhibit.
The graph shows a customer with a software product and highlights the number of paid- for licenses (shown
with the orange line) and the number of users actively using the product (shown with the blue line). Which
statement about the customer is true?

A. The customer has a high probability to renew and will include an expanded opportunity
B. The customer’s usage is too low to correctly measure the chance of their retention
C. The customer has increased usage, which shows a strong indicator of renewal
D. The customer’s usage has seen a recent decline and the chance of them churning will be higher
Answer: D
Question No: 7
The Customer Success Manager notices that their customer has delayed going into production. Which action
does the Customer Success Manager consider?
A. Suggest that the customer replace their existing staff
B. Provide the customer with a chargeable deployment service
C. Re-enforce the time to value of the solution
D. Give the customer a discount on a future purchase
Answer: C
Question No: 8

A large university has deployed a new IT solution designed to improve the overall student and staff experience.
Which approach to measure success is the best?
A. Twice yearly student and staff surveys with two QUESTION NO:s related to IT
B. Measure the number of complaints raised by students
C. Combination of tailored surveys and IT tools-based metrics
D. Implement staff Super Users to provide feedback
Answer: B
Question No: 9
A customer informs their Customer Success Manager that they are not realizing the savings expected with
their technology solution. The Customer Success Manager acknowledges the concern and takes ownership.
Which action does the Customer Success Manager take first?
A. Engage the service delivery manager and request two days of free consultation for the customer
B. Communicate to the technical customer center and request that an expert contact the customer to discuss
the purchased solution
C. Escalate the situation to your manager and request a customer visit to understand concerns and
expectations
D. Check the account health report, review the expected outcomes in the success plan, and set up an internal
meeting with the account team to discuss next steps
Answer: D
Question No: 10
You are a Customer Success Manager and have just been assigned a strategic new account. Which course of
action is the best to help you prepare for the first customer introduction meeting?
A. Engage with the account team to understand the expansion opportunities
B. Perform a deep analysis of all the sales orders to the past 24 months
C. Build an understanding of your customer’s business and market trends and priorities
D. Speak the internal contacts to understand the customer sentiment and outstanding escalations
Answer: C
Question No: 11
Which list of components of a Customer Success Quarterly Success Review is common?
A. results from prior quarter, product roadmap, proposed marketing new products, and confirm goals for the
next quarter
B. results from prior quarter, agreed actions completed, benchmarking with the market, and confirm goals for
next quarter
C. results from prior quarter, services delivered, issues and open services cases, and confirm goals for next
quarter
D. results from prior quarter, cover roadmap and promote new products, and confirm goals for next quarter
Answer: C
Question No: 12
Which two actions should the Customer Success Manager take throughout the quarter to support their
customer? (Choose two.)

